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Abstract 

Besides the purchase of additional land, the purchase of cropping machinery is 
perhaps the most important and expensive decision a farmer in the grains industry 
may make. This paper shows how various on-fann technical factors can influence 
levels of investment in crop sowing machinery. The paper examines the effect on 
investment in crop sowing machinery of discontinuities in sowing opportunities, 
varietal portfolios, soil type diversity and tillage technology. For the case of risk 
neutral management a simple model of profit from crop production is used to 
illustrate how these factors influence investment in crop sowing machinery. \Vork 
m progress is described that illustrates the model using farm survey data from the 
eastern whembelt of \Vestern Australia. 

Keywords: mvestment. tann machinery, uncertainty 

Introduction 

Bestdcs the purchase of additional land. the purchase of cropping machinery is perhaps the 
most nnportam and expensive decision a farmer in the grains industry may make. As 
Malcolm ( 1994) observes: 

"The keys to conunumg to be a farmer ts to get the big decisions on land 
purchase. machinery mvcstmcm and resource Improvement right;" (p.l9) 

The nature and timing of machinery investment can crucially affect farm viability. In a 
survey of 1685 Western Australian wheathelt farmers Ripley and Kingwell (1984) and 
King well ( I 985) found that many farmers who were classed as unable to service their debts 
had in the last five years procured additional land. increased the size of their cropping 
operations and purchased more cropping machinery. Since making their purchases of 
additional land and machinery. poor seasons and adverse cost-price movements had 
worsened their f1nancial situations to the point where their farm viability was questionable. 
In hindsight enher less expansion or a more conservative cropping strategy with less 
mvestmcm in cropping machinery would have been a preferable more profitable strategy 
for these farmers. 

In making decisions about machinery purchase often farmers rely on a panoply of advice 
and information from family and friends. accountants, consultants, machinery dealers and 
occasionally, decision support software. Agricultural economics researchers. although 
rarely direct participants in farmers' cropping machinery investment decisions, nonetheless 
potentially can fa:1 1itate these decisions. Economists have developed concepts and 
analytical tools that facilitate investment decisions. Occasionally these concepts are 
unplicitly or explicitly incorporated in some of the advice and information farmers receive 
about machinery purchases. 

This paper adds to the knowledge of agricultural economists about appropriate cropping 
machinery investment by showing how various on-farm technical factors can influence 
levels of investment in crop sowing machinery. The first section of the paper reports on 
some of the agricultural engineering and economics literature on investment 1n crop sowing 
machinery. The second section mtrodnces a simple model of profit from crop production. 
This model is used to illustrate how several technical factors can influence investment in 
crop sowing machinery for the case of risk neutral management. 
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The particular technical factors examined are: 
u) discontinuities in sowing opportunities, 
( ii) varietal portfolios, 
! iii) soil type diversity and, 
( i\') tillage technology. 
The fmal section of this paper describes work in progress that seeks to illustrate the model 
using fann survey data from the eastern wheatbelt of \Vestern Australia. 

(nvestmcnt in Cropping i\'lachinery 

In the ~apiutl intensive grain production systems of many countnes machmery selection is 
an impm1ant and complex issue. Several ingredients of Lhc complexity have been the 
subject of smdies by agricu.llural economists, particularly in the late 1970s and early 1980s 
\vhen mterest in theoretical and applied research regarding machinery investment appeared 
to peak. 

The Issue that has attracted most attention in the literature on machinery selection has been 
the 1mpact of timeliness costs on machinery use and investment (Van Kampen. 1971; Tulu 
era/ , 1974; Hughes and Holtman. 1976: Danok era/., 1980; Edwards and Boehlje, 1980: 
\Vhan and Hammer. 1985; \Vetzstein et at., 1990). In many grain growing regions 
timeliness costs anse through a combination of edaphic, weather and crop physiology 
effects. Uncertainty over weather events causes a variation in sowing and harvesting 
opportunities and resultant crop areas and yields. Soil conditions can deteriorate to delay or 
prevent crop sowing (eg waterlogging). Weather conditions can spoil crops not yet 
harvested and crops whose sowing or harvest is delayed can suffer yield loss. 

Although timeliness costs have received the most attention in the literature, other influences 
upon investment decisions such as taxation (Reid and Bradford, 1983). the lumpiness of 
investment decisions (Danok et al., 1980), changes in technologies (Stoneham and Ockwell, 
1981; Epplin era/ .• 1982), investment allowances (Vanzetti and Quiggin, 1985) and 
weather-year cropping tactics (Bathgate, 1993) have all received some attention. No model 
reported in the literature claims to examine all factors likely to affect machinery selection. 
The objective of most studies has been to identify the optimal set or level of investment in 
cropping machinery, usually given ceteris paribus assumptions about other factors known to 
affect machinery investment (eg Mcisaac and Lovering, 1976: Danok era/., 1978). In this 
respect this paper is no different insofar as several factors known to influence investment in 
cropping machinery are overlooked. 

The techniques employed to examine cropping machinery investment have been simulation 
(Sorenson and Gilheany, 1970; Van Kampen, 1971~ Donaldson: 1975; Edwards and 
Bochlje, 1980; Epplin er al., 1982; \\'han and Hammer, 1985; Wetzstein et al., 1990), a 
variely of programming methods (Boisvert, 1976; McCarl eta!., 1977; Danok et at., 1980; 
Reid and Bradford, 1987; Bathgate, 1993) and econometric approaches (Vanzetti and 
Quiggin, 1985; Cooper, 1994). These techniques have been applied in normative and 
positive fashion to the study of machinery investment. This paper deparrs from these 
techniques by employing a simple algebraic model of decision choice. Although this model 
can be altered to include risk aversion, for simplicity's sake only the risk-neutral case is 
presented. 
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The Basic l\lodl~l 

A simple model of profit from crop production in weather-year i is as follows: 

n=O ·11-i·S-f-,1, I ,,. , ,., ........ (I) 

where p is the t1xed or certain price of the crop, 
f is the certain production costs per hectare 

S i11 the fixed area in hectares to be sown to the crop 

t-. rs the fixed overhead cost.li associated with the cropping programme 
g is the opportunity cost of investment in seeding gear. 

Q1 is the production of grain (tonnes) from S hectares of crop sown in weather 
year 1. 

In equation I both Q, and g are functions of the seeding gear's work rate (R) which is the 
average number of hectares sown each day durmg the cropping programme. When there 
are no discontinuities in crop sowing, crop production in year i can be represented by Qi 

== '2: } · u * R where YH is the yield on day x in the set of working days {s, ....• l} in weather

year i where s is the starting day for crop sowing. I is the last day of crop sowing and all 
elements in the set of working days arc consecutive days. The number of elements (N) in 
the set of working days is determmed by R (hec.tares per day) and S, the size of the 
cropping programme {hectares): N = S /R. For a given S. changes toR effect Nand Q;. 

In the region to which this model is later applied, most empirical and simulation studies of 
crop yield, given continuous sowing opportunities, identify crop yield in year i as a linear 
function of the day of sowing, as shown in Figure 1. 
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1.3 

Yield (kg/ha) 1.2 

1.1 

I 

Figure 1: Typical wheat yields according to day of 
sowing in the eastern wheat belt of \Vestc.rn Australia 
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That is, 

Yxr !cont = f(x) = >':\·i + d,x .......... (2) 
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where Y", 1 conr is crop yield on calendar day x in weather-year i given continuous sowing 
opportunit.ies, >'si is the first day of sowing in weather-year i and d; is the rate of yield 
decline per calendar day delay in crop sowing in weather-year i and d1 < 0. 
\Vhen sowing opportunities are continuous, crop production in year i can be represented as 
a sum of an arithmetic series: 

~ s 
Q = R.( . .:....... t2Y + (--~ l).d· )) 

I ~R Sl R l 
............... (3) 

Hence. across weather years E(Q) based on equation (3) is: 

~- ( g ) E(Q) = s E(Y •. ) + 1/:z( --1 ).E(d) .. R ............... (4) 

Having described Q, in equation I, we now consider g, the opportunity cost of investment 
in seeding gear which ts also a function of R. Curremly data is being collected for an 
empirical estimation of g = /(R). To facilitate exposition of the model we assume for now 
a stmple linear relationship; g = a + bR. This assumes the marginal cost of work rate {b) 
ts constant, so m effect the opponunily cost of acquiring an additional unit of seeding 
capacuy ts the same across different sizes of seeding gear. Note that g could be modified to 
mclude the effects of marginal tax rares and investment allowances (see Vanzetti and 
Quiggin. 1985). 

For a risk neutral decision-maker with a fixed stze of cropping programme {S), the 
decision problem 1s to discover rhe optimal investment in R such that expected profit (n:) is 
maximized. i.e. 

Max E(n:) = EIQ. p - f s - f -a- bR} .......... (5) 

The first-order condition of equation (5} is that 

DE(n) _ c1£({}) 
--=p.---h=O 

cR iJR 

and after substituting imo equation (5) E(Q) from equation (4) and the expression g = /(R} 
the first-order condition for oprimality is: 

aE( n) _ 
__ , - = -112 -p E(d)S 2R-2 - h = 0 

aR 

R2 = - pE(d).':"f~ 
2b 

Remembering that E(d} < 0, 

_ pE(!dj) 
Rapt = S ---

2h 
.......... (6) 

In equation (6). for the case of risk neutrality when sowing oppormnity is continuous, the 
optimal work rate is a direct function of the size of cropping programme (S), the price of 
the crop {f.>}, the marginal cost of the machinery work rate (b) and the expected marginal 



cost (as forgone yie.ld) of late-sowing (E(d)). Increases in the size of the cropping 
prog~amme or t!te price o~ the crop necessitate an incre.ase in Ropt· Increases in the 
margmal cost ot the maclunery work rate or decreases m the expected marginal cost of late~ 
sowi.ng <E<d) is less negative) cause a decrease in Ropt· 

TI1e outcome of equation (6) can be illustrated with a numerical example. Suppose 

S = l 000 hectares. p = $125 per tonne, b = $250 ha per day and E( I d I ) = 15 kg per ha 
per day: then Rn111 = 61 ha per .day. Jf the wh~at price WilS 20 per cent greater then Rapt 
would be 6 7 ha per day. If the stze of the croppmg programme was 20 per cent less then 
Ropt would be 49 ba per day. 

TcdmicaJ Factors affecting Invcstnumt in Crop Sowing Machinery 

Discontinuities in the Opportunity to Sow Crops 

Jn dryland environments t.he sowing of crops depends on rainfall events that signal the start 
of the growing season. These rainfall events provide opportunities for tillage of the soil and 
control of germinating weeds. However, in practice rarely are rainfall patterns of sufficient 
regulanty to provide continuous opportunities for sowing of all crops. Sometimes the 
amounr and partern of rainfall allows only a few days of crop sowing before soH profiles 
become so wet that paddocks cmmot be trafficked by fam1 machinery, so a delay in crop 
sowing occurs. Conversely, rainfall can be inadequate, only permitting a few days of crop 
sowing before soil profiles become dry or hard. again prohibiting adequate seed bed 
preparation (Wetzstein eta/., 1990). 

Such discontinuities in sowing opportunities are typical of dryland agriculture and 
complicate a famter's decision about investment in crop sowing machinery. For example, 
investing in larger gear will enable more crop co be sown sooner, resulting often in higher 
yields but at cost of a significant investment in machinery. However, a farmer may be 
prepared to invest in smaller and therefore less expensive gear albeit at cosr of fower yields 
because the farmer experiences more delays in seeding or seeding takes longer because of 
the lesser work rate of this machinery . 

It is worth Jlo.f:'!g that discontinuities in sowing opportunities may also arise. not just from 
weather eveuh, but also from machinery breakdown. If crop sowing machinery is 
unreliable. by virtue of its age or the inexperience of its users~ then discontinuities in 
sowing opportunities are introduced. 

The impact of discontinuities in sowing opportunities is to alter the set of feasible days for 

crop sowing. For a given investment in crop sowing machinery (R) and size of cropping 
programme (S), the effect of discontinuities in crop sowing opportunities is to shift 
leftwards the production (Q) distribution and increase its variance. The increase in variance 
is due to areas of crop being sown later than would otherwise be the case in the absence of 
the di:.continuities. Crops sown on these later dates typically are lower yielding and cause 
ove1 all production to display a lower mean and greater variance. 11mt is, E[Qd] > E[Qe1 
and Varl Q0] < Var[Qc], where Qd refers to production when crop sowing is continuous 
and Oe refers to production when crop sowing is discontinuous. The impact of these 
discontinuities on the optimal level of investment in seeding gear (Ropt), given a fixed size 
of cropping programme, tlxed costs of production and certain crop prices is examined in 
the following section. 
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[n the presence of discontinuities in crop sowing opporcunities. profit from crop production 
in weather-year i is: 

Q - --s· "'t 1t = 1t;= ei· r - r .. - t - g 

where p, f. S. f and g are the same as in equati<m (I). 

Por a risk neutral decision-maker with a fixed size of cropping programme (S), the 
decision problem is the same as equation (5) except that EfQ] is replaced by E[Qel· Tbe 
impact of discontinuities in crop sowing on crop production CQe> in year i can he 

represented by Q1 = L r l ~ R where l'"'" is the yield on day x in the set of working days 
I"' 

{s, ... ,/} where s is the starung day for crop sowing, lis the last day of crop sowing and 
elements in the set of working days are nor all consecutive days. An illustration of the 
effect of discontinuities in crop sowing on crop yields within a sowing program is given in 
Figure 2 in which yields are expressed as a function of the effective day of sowing rather 
than the calendar day 
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Figure 2: Typical wheat yields according to effective 
day of sowing in the eastern whcatbt•lt of \Vcstcrn 
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After considering the discontinuity possibililies in all weather-years expected crop 
production can be represented as as a linear function of the effecrive day of sowing: 

................. (7) 

where E< Yxldiscam) is the exp~cted yield on effective day x of crop sowing given the likely 
presence of discontinuities in crop sowing opportunities. E( ~r> is the expected first day of 
sowing and E(e) is rhe expected rate of yield decline per effective day of crop sowing. 
E(Y,.) in equation {7) is tne same as EO~\") in equation (4) and E(e) < 0 and E(e) < E(d) in 
equation ( 4). 

As in equation {4}, expected crop production, given discontinuous sowing opportunities, 
can be represented as a sum of an arithmetic series: 
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afr_er subswuring E(Q1) into the equivalent of equation (5) the first-order condition for 
opnmality 1s· 

Remcmhcnng that E(e) < E(d) < 0 . 

.. . ' .. t8) 

Comparmg CtJuauons t8) and {6). m rhe case of risk neutraltry when sowing opportuniry is 
(hscommnvus. lhe optimal work rate (Ropr> is greater than that for risk neutrality when 
-,nwmg opportunuy ;s continuous, /\ practtcal inference ~~ that. if a farmer open:ncd in an 
t•nnronmcm where discontinutties m sowmg opportunities. either due to weather events or 
ma.;hmery breakdown. were common then mvestmem in larger gear would he warranted.' 

C\mstdcr the numerical example gtven earlier where S == 1000 hectares. p == $125 per 
tonne. b = $250 ha per day and E< I d I} = 15 kg per ha per day; then R<>pt was 61 ha per 

day Nnw imroduce E< lei) = 20 kg per ha per day which causes Ropt to increase to 71 ha 
per day. Th!s difference between the values for Ropt illustrates the importance of 
disnmununies m sowing npportunities. 

Someume.s sunple calculations are mude to mdicate appropriate technical sizes of sowing 
machmery. For example, if the farmer's croppmg program is S hectares and the crop 
needs w be sown rn N calendar days then the work rate (R) of the machinery, it is often 
'iugge~ted. needs robe S 'N. However. this upproach underestimates machinery 
requtremems when dtscontmmties in sowing opportunities are present because the number 
1)f effective sowing days m the period of N calendar days will be less than N. Hence to 
achteve the sowmg of S hectares within N calendar days will actually require a work rate 
f R) of the machinery greater than S !N. 

Vanetal Porrfolio 

Thus far. we have implicitly assumed that the fam.ter only grows a single variety. Now 
consider the case where a farmer has access to two varieties. If we assume the farmer is 
rational. prefering more yield to less. then varietal selection on each effective day of sowing 
will be according to whichever variety offers the higher expected yield on that day, 
assummg there are sufficient seed stocks of each variety and that changeover costs are 
neglible. It is known that the yields of varieties differ throughout the sowing period. For 
example, the 1993 Crop Variety Sowing Guide for \Vestern Australia (WADA, 1992) 
comments that: 

The semt-dwarj wheat vaneties such as Aroona, l!radu and Kulin lose yield at 
the rate o.f25 10 30 kglhalday for sowings after mid-May. whereas taller 

1 This assumes the frequency of breakdown Is constant across size of gear. 
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wneries like Gameuyaand Gurhtl lose yield at 15 ro 20 kgllwlday for later 
sowmgJ·. 

Crop production in year t can be represented by: 

I 

01 = L L.~ * R where Y.:y = Max[YH1 .Yri2l and where 

Yu 1 ~~ the yield of variety I on day . .\ in the set of effective working days {s, .... ,/} in 
\Veathcr·year r \Vhere s is the starting day for sowing. I is the last effective day of sowing 
and where rn2 is the y1eld of the new variety. variety 2. on day x in the set of effective 
working days {s, .... ,/} in weHther·year 1. The number of elements (N) in the set {s, .... ,/} 
ts decermmed hy Rand s·, where N = S /R. 

For the case of twn varieties E(Q} can be represented as a weighted sum where each 
vancty's contribuuon to E(Q) depends on the size and duration of its yield superiority 
wuhtn the sowing programme. The expression for E(Q) becomes: 

EtQ> :z R( 'I:!$S R- 1(2E(Yf!} + (qlS .. R· 1-1l.E<e>)) + R(( 1hCI~$)S .R·1(2E(Yr2> + 
( ( l-41 l S W l.J). E( f))) .. . . .. ( 9) 

where~ is the proportion of effecuve days in the set {s ..... ,/} in which EO~tn> > EO~u2 ) 
and 0 !, 4• :~ I . 

EOr\/) is the expected yield of variety l on the t1rst day of sowing on which 
E< Y11 > > I!( Y12 t. 
Ec Y(2) is the expected yield of variety 2 on the first day of sowing on which 
Ec Y12 ) > E0'11 ). 
E(e) ts the expected rate of yield decline per effective day of crop sowing in which 
EO~til) > EO'n1l and 
E(f) is the expected rate of yteld decline per effective day of crop sowing in which 
E<Yn2> > EO'nt) 

For ease ot exposttion we assume that 1p is independent of R. In practice, $ is likely to be 
influenced by the size of R. Sand the nature of the yield relativities of varieties l and 2. 
For example, if the yield relativities are as depicted in Figure 3a then for a given S 
increases in R could diminish $. Conversely. if the yield relativities are as in Figure 3b 
then for a given s· increases in R could increase$. Hence, strictly speaking$ should be 
specified as a function of R. Sand the nature of the yield relativities. 

For a risk neutral decision~nwker with a fixed size of cropping programme (S\ the 
decision problem remains as equation (5). That is, to discover r.he optimal investment in R 
such that expected prot1t (7t} is maximized. 

F · 9 BE( Q) · u · d ct · 1 d d · t t~ d d' · r · rom equauon ( ) - IS enve · an me u e m t Je trst~or er con IUons o equation aR 
(5) to yield the following expression: 

a E( n) _ , -1 2 _ , _, z ---= ~lf.lp.<{l ... E(e).S-.R- - 1hp.(l~$) ... E(t).S-.R- -b = 0 
oR 

Re-arranging gives. 
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.......... (10) 

Ctm1p<tring equmu:ms l8) and (10> reveals that Ropt in the two variety case will be less than 
Rnpt in the smglc variety case if (tplE(c)+(l~<jJ)lE(t)) > E(e). Conversely, if ($2E(e)+(l-q, 
l
1EO)) <. Etc) then Ropt in the two variety case will be more than R0p

1 
in the single variety 

~ase \Vhether R0p1 in the two variety cuse will he more or less than Ropt in the single 
variety case depends on rhe relntivities of lj}, E(e} and E{l). Mostly Ropt in the two variety 
case would be less than R0p1 in the single variety case. Only where low values of cp are 
recorded and where E(e) is much greater than EO) is it li.k.ely for Rnpt in the two variety 
case to he more than Ropt m the smgle variety case. 11le outcomes of an increase or a 
decrease m Ropl' are illusmlfed in Figures 3a and 3b. 
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Figure 3a: An increase in crap machinery 
investment due to a varietal portfolio 
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In Figure 3a, the proportion of the 15 day sowing period in which variety 2 has a higher 
expected yield (EC ~ti2) > E( ~tll)) is ( l-1p) or two-thirds, corresponding to the first 10 
effect)ve days of sowing. Thereafter variety I has the higher expected yield. So, in this 
example: (cp2E(e)+(l~$)2E(f)) < E{e) ...... (11) 

In words. equation ( 11) says the nne of yield decline associated with crop sowing using the 
two varieties is more due to selection of the higher yielding variety 2, with its greater rate 
of yield decline in proportion (l~ql) of the crop sowing period. This leads to an increase in 
Ropt· 

In Figure 3b, the proportion of the 15 day sowing period in which variety 1 has a higher 
expected yield (E( Yxa> > E(~.ti2)) is a third, or in other words $ is a third. So, in this 
example: (q,2E(e)+(l-q1)2E(f)) > E(e) ...... (12) 
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In words. cquauon ( 12) says the rate of yield decline associated with crop sowing using the 
two varieties is less due to E(f) > E(c) itnd selection of variety 2 in proportion (1-tp) of the 
crop so\ving penod. This leads to a decrease in R

0111
• 
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Figure 3b: A decrease in crop machinery 
investment due to a varietal portfolio 
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We can futher tllustrate the importance of varietal portfolios with our numerical example 

given earlier where S ~ 1000 hectares. p :::~ $125 per tonne, b = $250 ha per day and 
E< 1 e II = 20 kg per ha per day and Ropt is 71 ha per day. Now introduce another variety 
withE< I fl) ::: 15 kg per ha per day and ( l-q1) equal to 0.25 which causes Ropt Lo decrease 
to 55 ha per day. Conversely suppose the additional variety had its E( I fl) = 30 kg per ha 
per day and O~fjl) equal to 0.9 which causes Rapt to increase to 78 ha per day. This 
difference between the values for Ropt illustrates the importance of yield relativities 
between variet.ies and their respective durations of yield superiority within the sowing 
programme. 

Soil T_vpes 

Commonly on larger fam1s cropping occurs on more than one soil class. Physical 
differences between soils can affect the power requirements of crop sowing machinery. 
Hence. the nature and mix of soils La he cropped can influence investment in crop sowing 
machinery. To illustrate this the original simple model of profit from crop production in 
weather-year 1 (see equation ( l )) can be modified to represent two soil classes as follows: 

tt1 = Qi. p- f IS 1 - f 2S2 - f - g 

where p is the tixed or certain price of the crop, 
f 1 and f 2 are the certain production costs per hectare on soil classes l and 2, 

S 1 and S 2 are the fixed areas in hectares to be sown to crop on soil classes 1 and 2 

and S 1 -t· S 2 = S of equation ( J). 

f is the t1xed overhead costs associated with the cropping programme 
g is the opportunity cost of investment in seeding gear. 
Q; is the production of grain (tonnes) from S 1 and S 2 hectares of crop sown with 

machinery of work rates R 1 and R2 on soH classes 1 and 2 in weather 
year i. 
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The nature nf the soil classes will be such that R2 =:: h.R 1, where h = I or h < I or h > 
I. In words. the work tate of purchased machinery will eilher be the same or difft:rcnt 
across the soil clusses. As in preceding analyses we assume opportunity cost of investment 
m seeding gear (g) is a simple linear function of work rate (R) whereby g = a + bR1 or g 
·:;; a + hlr I R 1. \Ve fu nher assume th:H the t~1rmer has access to a single variety. 

Rcgardmg the soil classes two cases can be considered. Firstly, imagine that the water
holdmg properties of the two soil classes differ (e.g. one of the soils is sandier) which 
enables. in some wenther-years, the variety ro he sown earlier on one of the soil classes. 
This l\ituauon is portrayed in Figure 4. Secondly. consider the case where the soil 
properrtes do not allow earlier sowing opportunities on one of the soils. In both cases there 
1s a y1dd response to time of sowing that differs according to soil type. In the second case 
the yreld responses according to time of sowing wouid similar to those in Figures 3a and 3b 
ex.;ept that the responses would be for soil classes rather than varieties. The following 
cxpn!-nion encompasses both cases. 

Figure 4: An example of yield response to time of 
sowing on two soil classes 
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Whether or not au opportunity exists for earlier sowing on only one of the soil classes the 
decision problem for the nsk~ncutral manager remains as: 

l'vtax E(tt) == E[Q. p • f 1 S 1 ~ f 2S2 - f -a- h.R 1 ............ (13a) 
or 

MaxE(tt)=E[Q.p- f 1 S 1 -r 2S 2 ~f-a bh" 1R2 .... , ...... (13b) 

S.t. 

The t1rst-order conditions for equation ( 13a) are: 

!IE( rt) = p. OE( Q l_ h = 0 
c7Rt oRt 

.......... (14a) and 

for equation ( 13b) they arc: 



.. ( 14b) 

\\'c can denn' expressiOns for ctther tirsH)rdcr condttion hy maintammg the assumption 
that the farmer is rational. prefering more ytcld to Jess. Hence. the selection of the ~oil 
~las~ ,,n whtch w snw on each effccttve day of sowing will be according to whichever soli 
da!.~ ~,,ffers the htghcr expected yteld on that day. assuming the travel costs between the soil 
da~s~.:·.., are nnt greater than tht net revenue benetits of switching sot! classes. 

Cn)p prndutlll'll m weather-year r can be represented by: 

Q/ '·"I}" :t R \\-'here rH/ :::: Max! }'II} • rl/21 and where 

ru 1 <md Y
11

: are the ytelds of the variety on sml class l and soil class 2 respectively on day 
' m the "et ,,, effecuve workmg days {s ... ,/} in weather-year 1 where s ts the starting day 
fM !-.\)Wiflg. Its the last cffecuve day of sowmg. The number of elements <N) m the set 

. s, s). 
.I} ts Jetermmed hv Rand S. where N = ( ···- + -·-· ). 

. R, hR 1 

where: 

(1-v-<t>-m-q>}hSt- {l-y-<j>-m-<p)S2 ) 
< ' -1 ).E(f) 

hR1 
................. ( 15) 

E(Y fl.l') is the expected yield of the variety on soil class 2 on the first day of 
sowing in they proportion of effective days in the set {s, .... .!} when sowing only 
on soil class 2 is possible. 
E(Y sl) is the expected yield of the variety on soil class 1 on the first day of 
sowing on which either E(Y11 ) > E(Y;2) in the<!> proportion of effective days in the 

set {s, .... ,/} or sowing area s2 has been completed. 
E(Y s2nl is the expected yield of the variety on soil class 2 on either the firsr day of 
sowing in the remaining proportion of effective days when E(Yx;2) > EO':rn), and 

this proportion equals 4/, or sowing area S 1 has been completed. 
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E<Ys/n} is the expected yield of the variety on soil class I on the first day of sowing 
in the remaining proportion of effective days when E(Yf12) > E(Yn1). and this 

proportton equals m, and when sowing area S 2 has been completed. 
E0'.12,.) is the expecred yield of the variety on soil class 2 on the first day of 
sowing m the remaining proportion nf effective days when E(Y.n1) > E(Yxi2>• and 

this proporuon equals ( 1-Y-lJI·$-m), and when sowing area S 1 has been completed. 
E(el i~ the expected rate of yu~ld dechne per t!ffcctive day of crop sowing in 

which EO'nl) > EO'n~) or sowing area S2 has been completed. 
E( 0 is !he expected rate of yield decline per effective day of crop sowing in 

which E( Yu 2) > E( YH 1) or sowing area S 1 has been completed 
an:i where 0 ~, ¢ -s 1. 0 s 'l' ~ 1. 0 s rn :::. 1 and 0 ~ y s 1. Again. for simplicity we 
assume that $.\4'.m andy are independent of R. 

I. 1 c <
1
E ( Q) · d . d d I f' 11 . f- rd . . d . ~rom cquauon ( ."l) ---;--R ts enve an t 1e o owmg trst~o . er expression ts enved: 
( I 

(': Epr} -( Sc-; ·s::; t 1 ) 1 (Z"E' 0 X""E ) 1 bR , 0 --::--R :.:: -p • l + , 2•1· .. ~ .. ( + ' .. ;.(e) - ... 1- :::; 
C' I 

where Z 2 = ( '1'.:; ,.... y2 + (l-<fl-\JI·U:Ff)2) and 
x2 "" $1 + m2 

Re-arrangmg g1ves. 

= _:plSt+S:h 1)z(Z 2£(f)+X 2
£(e)) 

2h 

........ (16) 

As nught be expected the expression for Ropt is more complicated for this case of two soils, 
with R:! = h. R 1 and where h = 1 or h < l or h > 1. If we assume the soil class in 
equation <8) is S1 then Rlopt in equation (16) can be more or less than the Rlopt in equation 
(6) depending on particular values of parameters in equation (16). For example. the 
tendency of effects is for R lopt in equation ( 16) to be less (more) than Ropt in equation (6) if 
h is greater (less) rhan 1. In other words, if the characteristics of the other soil (S2) is such 
that it allows a greater (lesser) work rate for a given complement of seeding machinery then 
a lesser (greater) investment in work rate is required. Similar to the findings in the case of 
rwo varieties. an increase or decrease in invesm1ent in work rate is possible depending on 
the yield decline relativities on each soil class (E(e) and E(t)) and the duration of the sowing 
period on each soil class. If for example. the rate of yield decline is less on S2 (E(f) > 
E(e)) and the period when sowing only on soil class 2 is possible forms a large proportion 
of the overall period of crop sowing (i.e. y is large) then a decrease in investment in work 
rate is likely. Conversely, ify is very small and (E(f) < E(e)) then an increase in Rapt is 
possible. These examples illustrate how m practice numeric solutions would be necessary 
to determine the change in Ropt· 

As a further example suppose S:::; 1000 hectares, p = $125 per tonne, b = $250 ha per day 

and E( I e I) = 20 kg per ha per day and Rapt is 71 ha per day. Then introduce S 1 equal to 

750 hectares and S 2 equal to 250 hectares and with E( I e I) = 20 kg per ha per day and 
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E1 If,) -= 15 kg per ha per day. Further suppose (y = 0.2, q1 = 0.5, 'I' = 0.3 and m = 0) 
and h = _I, 5 in .R~ = h. R 1• These parameter values ~esull in a decrease in R 1 opt to 47 ha 
per day I lns d1fterence between the values for Ropt tllustrates how the nature and mix of 
smls to be cropped can influence mvestment in crop sowing machinery. 

Ttl/age Teclmologies 

Tradtuonal crop sowmg often involves tllling the soil. usually twice, to ensure adequate 
weed k1ll and tilth for the sowing of crops However. herbicide technology has facilitated 
weed t:nmrol and reduced the need for the repetitious working of the soiJ.2 Adopting 
herhtc1dcs and reduced tillage technology often enables a crop to be sown sooner (see 
Ftgure 5) ami. for a g1ven s1ze of tillage gear. raises the effective work rate because fewer 
workmgs of the soil are required. The effect of tillage technologies on the optimal 
mve~nnem m crop sowing machinery can be illustrated by examining the case of a single 

vanety and single soil class yet where areas S 1 and S 2 are sown using traditional and 
reduced tillage tcchnolog) respectively. 
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Figure 5: An example of yield response to type of 
tillage 
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The derivation for establishing Ropt in this case is similar to that as outlined in the earlier 
section dealing with two soil classes, except that two tillage technologies are considered; 
reduced and conventional tillage, E(e) equals E(f) and h is greater than 1 {i.e.R2 > R1 
meaning the work rate for reduced tillage ts greater than that of conventional tillage). The 
expression for R lopl in equation (16) can be re-expressed as: 

- - _ /PY'Iel 
Rlopt = (8 1 + S 2h 1), -~ ........ (17) 

where y2 = y2 + (l- y)2 = l-2y + 2y2 
and where y is the proportion of effective days in the set {s, .... ,/} when sowing only using 

reduced tillage is possible followed by continued sowing until area S 2 is completed 
and. 

2 TI1is assumes that among weed populations resistance to herbicides has not developed to a stage 
where there is little incentive for reduced tillage. 
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( 1-y) is the proportion of effective days in the s<.~t {s ..... ,/} when area S 1 is sown 
using c~.mventional tillnge. 

R !opt in equauon ( 17) will be Jess than the R I opt in equation (8} due to h > 1 andy > 0. 
The possibility of earlier sowing using reduced tillage technology and the greater work rate 
1lf machmery undertaking reduced tillage enable the optimal investment in work rate to 
tllminish. A numerical ex.ample of equation (8) gave Ropt as 71 ha per day. In equation 

( 17) let S 1 equal to 750 hectares and S 2 equal to 250 het~tares and with E( I e I) = 20 kg 
per ha per day. Further suppose y = 0.2 and h ::::: 1.5 in R2 = h. R 1. These parameter 
values result tn a decrease in R loP.t to 52 ha per day. This difference between the values 
for Rnpt Illustrates how redu,~cd tillage enables a lesser investment in work rate. 

An application of the model: work in progress 

To illustrate (he practical importance of some of these rechnicat factors on investment in 
\\ ork rare of sowing machinery, some of the models outlined in previous sections of this 
paper are being applied to a dryland cropping region of Western Australia. An indication 
of the relatiOnship between investment in cropping gear (g), work rate (R) and cropping 

programme S is being gained from a survey of farm machinery utilisation and cropping 
programmes m the region. In late December 1994 a mail questionnaire was sem to 300 
fam1ers. Questionnaire returns are still being received and collated. 

Data for the relationships EO'rl,·mu> = /(x) = EO:r>+ E(d).x and E(}~tldiscmu> = j(x) = 
E0'~1 H- E(e).x are heing derived from a wheat growth simulation model (Robinson, 1993) 
validated for the eastern wheatbelt of Western Australia. Typical results from the 
simulation model are shown in Figure 6. The simulation model is a daily time step water 
balance model of crop growth. Using daily w~ather data from the Merredin Research 
Station for the years 1912 to 1991 and assuming "arietal selectton and crop management 
typical of current practice, yteld estimates over the period have been generated. 

The yields in Figure 6 are estimates of Ys in each year over the period 1912 to 1991. The 
expected yield for the t1rst feasible day of crop sowing (E(Ys)} in Figure 6 is 1314 kg/ha 
and Van r:t) is 625758. The wheat growth simulation model is also being used to derive 
estimates for E(e) and E(d). Soil water balance conditions as described by the crop growth 
simulation model are being used to define when sowing opportunities are continuous or 
discominous. Weather-years can thus be classed as displaying conditions for continuous or 
discontinous crop sowing. The estimates for E(d) are derived from weather-years classed as 
having no discontinuities in crop sowing opportunities whereas estimates for E{e) are 
derived from weather-years classed as having discontinuities in crop sowing opportunities. 
These estimates for g = /(R), s· ,E(Y s>· E(e) and E(d) can be used to further and more 
realistically illustrate the model and help identify the relative potential importance of some 
technical factors that influence machinery investment. 
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Figure 6: Simulated Wheat Yields 
(kg/ha) at Merredin from 1912 to 1991 
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